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The TN Child Care Resource & Referral
Network employs 15 HSWB Quality
Coaches who are located statewide to
promote the health & safety practices
in early care and education,
developmental monitoring and
screening info and social & emotional
development of children.

Incorporating Health & Wellness into Your Daily Lesson Plans
Building Resiliency, Shedding Stress for Lifelong Success

During this time of change and the unknown, it is so important that we are attuned with the concerns of the
children in our care. Here is a great book to help build great conversations about their concerns and worries.

THE HUGE BAG OF WORRIES
By Virginia Ironside

Wherever Jenny goes, her worries follow her - in a big blue bag. They are there
when she goes swimming, when she is watching TV, and even when she is in the
lavatory. This is a great book to use with anxious children as it helps sort worries
through and make them seem more manageable. It emphasizes that we all have
worries and what to do about them.

Grow

The following activities are best used with children four and older and are
great companions to this fantastic book.
Activity #1 - Have a big outline of a bag and have the children draw
pictures of things in the bag that they feel are their worries.
Activity #2 - Sort ideas of things aloud with the kids. You could talk about:
“things that will help my bag of worries to shrink” and “things that will make
my bag of worries grow bigger”. Ideas could include:
Shrink

Keep thinking about what could go wrong
Watching or listening to things that scare you
Keeping silent- not telling anyone what is going on
Isolating yourself- staying away from people
Pretending that everything is okay
Doing Nothing
Telling yourself that you are crazy for having worries
Doing things you don’t want to do because you
think you should

Doing something fun to distract yourself
Writing your worries down
Taking deep breaths
Reminding yourself that it is normal to have worries
Focusing on the present moment
Talking to an adult you trust
Thinking about the things you can control
Getting a good night’s sleep

Visit www.teacherspayteachers.com for more ideas and other books that address worry for kids!
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CONTACT US

TEACHER SELF-CARE
Educator Wellness: Self-Care in a Selfless Field

We’re all far less effective in helping others if we work ourselves to
the point of illness or burnout, or if we’re so busy we can’t think straight.

For more information and to reach a
quality coach near you, visit:
www.tnccrr.org

What does your body need? Listen to your body. Is it telling you that
you need movement? Do you need to get outside and smell the fresh
air or go for a walk? Maybe your body is telling you that nourishment is
needed. Are you fueling up with foods that are bad for you or maybe
you missed lunch altogether? Perhaps it is rest that your body is missing, and it is time to prioritize closing out
all the outside noise and getting to bed at a decent hour or perhaps it is a mid-day nap.
The two biggest misunderstandings about self-care are that it's selfish
and self-indulgent. Quite the opposite. It's helpful and healthy. When
we feel strong and centered and calm, well-rested and well-nourished,
we have more energy to help others. There's nothing selfish or
self-indulgent about that.

PRO TIP
Give Them Time
As we all return to our new ‘normal” routines remember that we all
need time to adjust.
For children in your classroom that may mean more time to play, to
learn how to be social beings again. For adults we need time also.
Time to ponder what is important, time to give ourselves grace.
Slow down and enjoy being together again.

Coach's Corner
Children don’t always have a way of communicating the way they really feel. It’s important to really understand
where the behavior is coming from and what the children are trying to say if you are having difficulties in your
classroom. Children’s difficult behavior does NOT mean that they are mean, but the behavior DOES mean that
they are overwhelmed, that they can’t understand you when they are feeling that
big emotion and that they need you to be calm so you can assist them in calming
down. Becky Bailey, our Conscious Discipline© Pioneer, says that we need to
upload our calm in order to download their calm. We need to listen attentively,
validate their feelings, name their feelings and ask questions as we help them
navigate these big emotions. “Beneath every behavior there is a feeling. And
beneath every feeling there is a need. And when we meet that need rather than
focus on the behavior, we begin to deal with the cause, not the symptom.”
- Worth Beyond Purpose This project is funded through a grant with the TN Department of Human Services and Signal Centers.Inc.
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